
PONTRILAS, HEREFORDSHIRE  l CIDER

Started in 2007 Ty Gwyn Cider is an award-
winning small cider company from the Welsh
Borders in the Monnow Valley and now located
on Pen-Y-Lan Farm near the Black Mountains.
They carefully source the best apples using the
classic varieties of British cider apples -
principally Dabinett, Vilberie, Browns and
Yarlington Mill. Using traditional methods, the
cider that Ty Gwyn make from these apples has
qualities that overlap with wine and beer. 

Ty Gwyn press all the juice themselves using
traditional methods, and the 100% juice is then
fermented for up to eight months in their cider
shed. Ty Gwyn cider is rated very highly by many
of those in the know.
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Style ABV Case individual

Kingston Black
Ty Gwyn's flagship cider featuring local Kingston Black apples (a variety 
referred to by cider guru Andrew Lea as “allegedly the perfect cider 
apple”) which fermented beautifully, and helped make this a medium-dry 
cider that hits all the right notes
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Gift Box
The gift box contains: 
3 x 500ml bottles
2 x 500ml bottles & glass

Ty Gwyn Dabinett
Multi-award winning lightly sparkling medium cider. Sweet apples on the 
nose and a delicate and fruity taste with a seriously spicy hint and long 
clean finish. An outstanding accompaniment to food.  Enjoys a long natural 
fermentation before being filtered and pasteurised.

Ty Gwyn Browns
A lightly sparkling 'prosecco-like' medium sweet cider. A delicious light 
refreshing cider with floral notes reminiscent of elderflowers. Perfect for 
those with a sweeter palette. A unique, pale yellow colour characteristic of 
the Browns variety it is made from. 
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Black & Browns 
Ty Gwyn ‘Black and Browns’ is a blend of classic bitter-sharp Browns cider 
apples, along with some truly outstanding blackcurrant juice from a 
superb local grower. So at long last you can enjoy a fruit cider where the 
cider doesn’t play second-fiddle to the fruit – and where the fruit… well… 
actually tastes of fruit not flavouring!




